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            Abstract
Phylogeny estimation (the reconstruction of evolutionary trees) has recently been applied to CRISPR-based cell lineage tracing, allowing the developmental history of an individual tissue or organism to be inferred from a large number of mutated sequences in somatic cells. However, current computational methods are not able to construct phylogenetic trees from extremely large numbers of input sequences. Here, we present a deep distributed computing framework to comprehensively trace accurate large lineages (FRACTAL) that substantially enhances the scalability of current lineage estimation software tools. FRACTAL first reconstructs only an upstream lineage of the input sequences and recursively iterates the same produce for its downstream lineages using independent computing nodes. We demonstrate the utility of FRACTAL by reconstructing lineages from >235 million simulated sequences and from >16 million cells from a simulated experiment with a CRISPR system that accumulates mutations during cell proliferation. We also successfully applied FRACTAL to evolutionary tree reconstructions and to an experiment using error-prone PCR (EP-PCR) for large-scale sequence diversification.
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                    Fig. 1[image: ]


Fig. 2: Lineage reconstruction of over 235 million sequences.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Reconstruction of evolutionary and pseudo-evolutionary trees.[image: ]


Fig. 4: FRACTAL for large-scale cell lineage tracing.[image: ]


Fig. 5: Reconstruction of a sequence diversification process produced by EP-PCR.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              All of the simulated sequences and their lineages generated by PRESUME are available via the URLs given in Supplementary Table 2. The high-throughput sequencing data produced in this work are available at the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (PRJNA675984). P values obtained in this study are listed in Supplementary Data 5.

            

Code availability

              
              The source codes and manuals of FRACTAL and PRESUME are available at GitHub (https://github.com/yachielab/FRACTAL and https://github.com/yachielab/PRESUME, respectively). FRACTAL and PRESUME can also be modified and executed on a small scale on web browsers through the Code Ocean, a cloud-based code sharing platform (https://doi.org/10.24433/CO.2433997.v1 and https://doi.org/10.24433/CO.3922773.v1, respectively). Note that the distributed computing mode is disabled in the Code Ocean because the Univa Grid Engine (UGE) is not supported in the Code Ocean. The other codes used in this study are also all available at GitHub (for the list, see Supplementary Table 5).
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Extended data

Extended Data Fig. 1 PRESUME.
a, Schematic diagram of PRESUME. b, Various datasets of 32,768 sequences generated by PRESUME with different mutational parameters Î¼ and Î±. The topological parameter Ïƒ was fixed to 0 (perfectly balanced sequence diversification). The diversity of nucleotide letters across different sequence positions is represented by a bit score distribution and by a sequence logo for the first 15 nt of the generated sequences. c, Partial diagrams of representative trees generated by PRESUME with different topological parameters Ïƒ.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Runtime simulation of FRACTAL.
a, Conceptual diagram of the runtime simulation of FRACTAL. Under a distributed computing environment with a fixed number of available nodes d, each FRACTAL job of input sequence size n starts if there is one or more available free computing node; otherwise, it is stalled until a node is released from one of the ongoing jobs. Each FRACTAL job process is modeled to occupy one computing node for a runtime f(n) and produce two new child jobs for the next job cycles each with an input sequence size of âŒŠn/2âŒ‹. When the input sequence size is under a certain threshold (n â‰¤ t), the job terminates after occupying one node for a runtime f(n) assuming the terminal lineage reconstruction process. b, Two implementation models of FRACTAL. In FRACTAL, each job cycle contains three steps that require high computing loads: sequence subsampling from the entire input sequences, phylogenetic placement, and sorting of sequences mapped on each of the sample lineage clades for the next job cycles. In model A, none of the three steps is parallelized where a runtime of each cycle is f(n) for the input sequence size of n. In model B, all of the three steps are perfectly parallelized where a runtime of each cycle is linearly reduced by the number of available computing nodes. The denominator of the formula represents the number of available computing nodes, assuming that the smaller the input sequences for a FRACTAL iteration cycle, the higher the likelihood of computing nodes being occupied by the other job processes at the same period. c, Linear regression f(n) using runtime log data of independent FRACTAL iteration cycles any of whose major three steps was not parallelized for the lineage reconstruction of the 235 million sequences.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Robustness of evolutionary lineage reconstruction with sequence data noise.
The scatter plots represent accuracies to reconstruct the SILVA 16S rRNA lineage from the input sequence datasets including different fractions of noise sequences. The noise sequences were generated by shuffling nucleotide positions of randomly selected sequences by keeping their alignment gap positions in the multiple sequence alignment result. The lineage dendrograms represent the ones reconstructed from the sequence dataset with 20% noise using FRACTALized RapidNJ, RAxML and FastTree.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Simulating proliferation of cells with the scalable CRISPR-barcode system.
a, The scGESTALT lineage tracing datasets of zebrafish brain development. BBI scores were obtained for branches that had more than three leaves associated to each of the two descending edges and a total of more than ten leaves associated to both of the two descending edges. b, c, Estimation of the insertion and deletion event probabilities per barcode array per generation in the scGESTALT dataset. The relative insertion and deletion event probabilities across each barcode array position and the probability distributions of insertion and deletion sizes were modeled using those observed in the scGESTALT dataset. The probabilities of the insertion and deletion events per generation for the production of 4,000 cells were fitted to the average total insertion and deletion lengths per barcode array observed in the scGESTALT dataset, respectively. d, Median fractions of base substitution per nucleotide position per generation observed for different secondary scaling factors for base editing in the simulation of producing 4,000 cells. The blue shading represents the 5 to 95 percentile range. e, f, Tree recovery scores for RapidNJ and FRACTALized RapidNJ in reconstructing the lineages of 4,000 cells simulated based on different secondary scaling factors for base editing.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Reconstruction of the BET002 sequence diversification process produced by EP-PCR.
a, Distribution in number of mutations observed in the second-generation sequences (CTNNB1 and BET002). b-g, BET002. b, Distribution of the second-generation sequences across the parental sample wells. The second-generation sequences were assigned based on their best matched parental first-generation sequences. c, The lineage tree of the mutated sequences reconstructed by FRACTAL. The sequences that did not have unique best matched sequences in the expected parental wells were filtered out after the lineage reconstruction. The dendrogram only represents the upstream lineage of the largest clades each composed of less than 15,000 sequences. Number of sequences, proportions of their source sample wells, and entropy of the well proportions are represented for each of the clades. d, A zoom-in diagram of the lineage highlighted by yellow in c. e, Distribution of entropies for the clades each with 1,000 or more sequences. The statistical difference between the entropy distribution and the null distribution given by random sequence-well assignment was tested by two-sided Brunner-Munzel test. f, Reconstructed lineage of the sequences in the clade indicated by the arrow in d. g, Proportions of the parental sequences identified in the control PCR wells and normalized distances of the second-generation sequences in the reconstructed lineage for pairs in the same wells and pairs, one of each is from a different well. Orange dots represent significant differences between the intra- and inter-well distributions (two-sided Brunner-Munzel test with Bonferroni correction; adjusted P-value < 0.05).


Extended Data Fig. 6 Evolutionary lineage reconstruction without preliminary MSA.
a, Sample tree reconstruction and phylogenetic placement of FRACTAL with no preliminary multiple sequence alignment (MSA). A given number of sequences are first randomly subsampled from the input sequences (Step 1). The subsampled sequences are aligned with a common root sequence by MSA using MAFFT (Step 2) and a sample tree is reconstructed by a software tool of choice (Step 3). Each of the remaining input sequences are then independently added to the MSA result by â€˜plus-oneâ€™ alignment using HMMER (Step 4i) and placed on the sample tree (Step 4ii). b, Accuracies of reconstructing various sizes of clades in the reference lineage of 1,000,000 sequences generated by RNASim. c, Accuracies and coverages of reconstructing the entire lineage of 1,000,000 unaligned sequences by FRACTALized RapidNJ, RAxML and FastTree with 100 computing nodes (five trials). d, Time series for the numbers of computing jobs and waiting jobs observed in the reconstruction of the simulated lineage of RNA evolution using 100 computing nodes for FRACTALization.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Lineages of CTNNB1 and BET002 datasets before filtering out the potential artifact sequences.
a, b, Reconstructed lineages. The dendrogram only represents the upstream lineage of the largest clades each composed of less than 15,000 sequences. Number of sequences, proportions of their source sample wells, and entropy of the well proportions are represented for each of the clades. a, CTNNB1. b, BET002. c, d, Distribution of entropies for the clades with 1,000 or more sequences. c, CTNNB1. d, BET002. The statistical differences between the entropy distributions and the null distributions given by random sequence-well assignment were tested by two-sided Brunner-Munzel test. e, f, Unique read counts of the second-generation sequences uniquely best-matched to single parental sequences in the expected and unexpected wells and those best-matched to multiple parental sequences. The ones uniquely best-matched to single parental sequences are color-coded according to the parental wells. The second-generation sequences best-matched to single parental sequences of unexpected wells can be assumed to be cross-contaminants derived during the second EP-PCR and the following steps. The second-generation sequences redundantly best-matched to multiple parental sequences can be assumed to have parental sequences that were either cross-contaminated before the second EP-PCR or were conferred an insufficient number of mutations. e, CTNNB1. f, BET002.
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